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THE OPEN COURT."

23 Professor E. D. Cope treats of " Evolution
finds in the evidence of evolution the refu-

and Idealism," and

He

what we consider the objective world
ence, except, as

we

perceive

it,

is

concedes that much of
unreal and has no exist-

like the snakes, for instance, to the

victim of deliyium tremens; and he agrees that " the properties of
matter" owe much of their character, and even their existence, to

our senses, which give matter all its qualities, or, at least, modify
and change them according to the number of our senses and their
ability to perceive. Yet, for all that, he says
"If a given supposed
object be purely a mental state on the part of the subject, a
rational cause for the production of that state is wanting."
:

With

great self-confidence. Professor

Cope

says:

"Evolu-

tion gives the eoup de grace to idealism of the consistent type.

In

two universal
interact and influence
each other," and further on he says: "It is equally competent
for the materialist to deny the existence of mind as for the

the gradual unfolding of organic
'acts,

subject and object.

It sees

life

it

them

The

materialist behold

may pronounce them

to be,

one by one, incompetent witnesses, and declare them to be
illusions.
But the fact is, both exist, object and subject, matter
and mind."
I.

SWIFT.

In No. 23 Morrison I. Swift makes a vigorous appeal to the
churches that they become actively interested in wliat is generally
as "The Social Problem," and that they take the lead in
manner practiced by Jesus in
and
by his disciples, as related in the New Testament. Mr.
Judea
Swift's language is clear, eloquent, pervaded by an ideal humanitarianism, and is not only respectful to the clergy but even
reverent. He thinks the opportunities of the present and the
future are in the hands of the churches, and that the clergy may
lead the van of social progress instead of trailing along behind
the b.'iggage wagons, as they have so long been contented to do.
"In this country," he says, " where the church has the allegiance
of so large a portion of the people, where it represents a large
proportion of the specially organized moral forces of the land,
where finally its material resources are almost unlimited and the
money power of the country is its friend and supporter, it would
be possible for the church to bring about the reform that is needed,
with little difficulty, if it desired to do so." Here Mr. Swift is
confronted with the important objection that should the church
take the lead in the social revolution or even in social reformation so far as "to establish such fair distribution of the products
of human industry that superabundance and luxury will not
exist," the " money power of the country" would cease to be its
" friend and supporter" and the clergy might cease to be a priesthood. He presents the difficulty thus: " It is said by some that
the pulpit will not go much beyond those who maintain it. This
is to acknowledge that the opinions of the clergy are to-day
bought and paid for, just as lawyers are hired and legislators sent
Notwithstanding this
to uphold the ideas of their constituency."
difficulty, Mr. Swift fees " a slumbering lion in the Christian
ministr}', which will, ere long, awaken and put forth its formidable powers for the poor and the oppressed."

knpwn

Christianizing the people after the

Two other essays by Morrison I. Swift, are contained in Nos.
and 44. In the one he speaks of The Scholar as a Reformer,
and in the other of Tlie Masses as Reformers. The scholar has imbibed something of the historic spirit; he perceives, moreover, that
the change in human institutions must ever be along the line of
Life can not be conceived in its full
the moral and the ideal.
import, until the individual comprehends himself as the bearer of
the rare essence and as containing, in no merely figurative way,
32

the temporal hereafter.

It is

the mission of the scholar to reveal

the larger and encompassing world of his soul, not of the bookish

COPE.

tation of the doctrine of idealism.

deny the existence of matter.

ing the imperfection of the senses

MCRRISON

Monisiii

"

idealist to

Editor.

a radical journal which holds that Religion and
not contradict each other. The apparent difalse dualistic conceptions of world and life;

Science, rightly understood, do
vergencies have arisen from the
and the Conciliation of Relitjion
present and defend which is the

COURT.

sees the

professional scholar but of

him who has sought a profound comlife in its complexity and breadth.

prehension of the meaning of

He must

guide the masses, he must clear away the mystifying

creeds and establish the truth that

and beautiful and expanding

lives

all

in

men are born to live moral
whatever sphere they may

labor.

Mr. Swift considers the masses as the raw material for reform.
There are rich people who think that general betterment
means loss to them. But to dread reform is to misunderstand.
Whatever is imperfect in society is injurious to all classes. A reform at one point reaches every point. The essayist sets great
hopes on the masses indeed, hopes too great, which may prove
illusions.
"Their minds," he concludes, "are more fluid and
therefore they are more capable of growth into a surviving harmony with the conditions of life than those whose adaptations
.They are to
were formed earlier and in less enlightened times.
become an infinitely more important factor in the life of the race

—

.

than ever before.".

.

.

.
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A PHILOSOPHICAL VIEW OF THE LAW OF CORPO-

citizen

is

RATIONS.

private

judgment

BY CHARLES
"

The

T,

PALMER.

who unfold

who

enforce

Munger.

eternal principles."

average man pays the debt
he owes to his country, for the remaining three his mind is absorbed in personal affairs; as
far as public duties are concerned he is inactive.
It

Once

in four years the

of patriotism

much

to e.xpect that in return for the

"blessings of liberty,"

men will practice "eternal vigimuch to demand that every

is,

perhaps, too

lance"; but
citizen

worth

is

it

not too

a just appreciation of his weight

rise to

and

government like ours, with its complex S3'Stem of laws, combining the positive enactments of
legislative bodies and the rules of common law derived from the habits and customs of the people, the
humblest has an importance equal to the greatest
citizen.
Not alone in political campaigns is his influence felt, but every day throughout the period of
his citizenship his character, his habits, even his private opinions, impress themselves upon the laws of
In a

the land.

Public opinion
vate opinions of

may be

is

many

in theory,

but an aggregation of the priindividuals,

makes

Whether

just

or

own

its

power thus vested

will find

an adequate enforcement;

if

not in ac-.

rules of law, at least in a biased adminis-

privilege of

The same

influence which leads to the enactment

of pernicious laws, leads also to an unjust discrimina-

enforcement of law. A popular prejudice
has power to permeate the very sanctuary of justice,
tion in the

its

influence

is

not less potent because courts are not

conscious that they are swayed by it. The most important branch of the court consists of persons drawn
direct from the
to

the

trial

body

of a

them from

The

jur}'

brings

case popular thought and feeling.

Jurors are called as
arates

of the people.

men

to sit as judges,

nothing sep-

their former selves but the "juror's

A

man's prejudices are a part of him, they canThe oath honestly taken may be
honestly broken.
It furnishes no adequate security
that the cause will be well and truly tried.
Every
oath."

not be sworn away.

—except

only the facts of

About
bound up

in

of-

all

its

un-

the substan-

remedy
With the
himself become
in

the

legal rights.

every citizen to

seems a new dignity added to the
citizenship, and it behooves every one

have a care as

to

how he forms

his private judg-

ment.
In determining questions of public concern,

men

turn instinctively to the expounders of law for en-

lightenment; they hang upon the lips of

jurists,

and

impressionsfrom their words. They
look for a simple explanation, and are given, not inreceive

all

their first

frequently, a jargon of technicalities.

unhealthy public sentiment

More than one
some mis-

traceable to

is

interpreted rule of law; not a few of the prevailing
popular prejudices are based upon some false theor}'
of the law.

At the bar
tions are

of public opinion the rights of

little

in the

skillfully

regarded.

hollow of

corpora

The demagogue who can

down the "dangerous increase of
may hold the suffrages of the people
his hand.
Few men stop to inquire

cry

the merits of a controvers}', after they learn that a cor-

on one side and a private individual on
At the bar of justice corporations are reduced to the same unenviable condition; it has passed
into proverb that their rights there are as often
nominal as real. In cases wherein a corporation is a
party, a verdict followed by a judgment is recorded
poration

tration of the courts.

not true,

a lawmaker, there

most

it

is

afforded for the infraction

corporate power"

knowledged

It is

the remedy.

tive-existence law has,

tous, so long as

constitutes the will of the majority,

law.

application, and, according to

fi.N:es

unjust, morally right or wrong, beneficent or iniquiit

of,

— that the jury determines

derstanding,

and public opinion

styled the parent of law.

permitted to give tone and color

the case; the jury takes the law from the court but

to

the community.

in

be called as a juror, and thus his

is

to the administration

great teachers of the world are not those

precedents, but those

liable to

is

the other.

against

it,

regardless of the merits of the controversy,

in substantially

of

every instance.

Cook County,

Illinois,

Abbott Buggy Companj',

—

in

In the Circuit Court

Rubins Ad'mr.

v.

The

— a case for damages for per-

sonal injury,
a juror was objected to and excused because in his capacit}' as bank-teller, he knew the de-

fendant always met

its commercial paper promptly.
This was a repetition of the common practice ever}'
lawyer is familiar with. Unless a juror seems actually
prejudiced against corporations, he is not accepted. It

THE OPEN COURT.
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is

the scope of this article to consider the relation of

this prevailing prejudice to the general principles of

Corporation Law.
The popular conception of corporations, so far as
is

capable of analysis,

may be

fairly stated

it

thus:

—

sapare regarded as a sort of abnormal growth,
ping the strength of the body politic, unsusceptible of

They

—

They

exact classification.

are believed to have tran-

scendent powers for the acquisition of wealth, which
powers are not enjoyed by ordinary citizens, and to be

endowed with

the privileges and capacities of natural

persons without being subject

Their very name

sponsibilities.

corresponding

to

nopoly, their material prosperity

is
is

re-

suggestive of moattributed to

some

Righteous indignation
taking the form of patriotism in the mind, is the natural consequence of such a belief.
The conscientious
man whose thoughts are colored by it, conceives it his
highest duty to check the ravages of these monsters.
An occasional vote, an occasional call to sit upon a
jury, are his only opportunities for exercising this high
function.
The influence of the demagogue and the
abnormal verdict are thus alike easily accounted for.
A corporation has by the courts been variously defined as:
"An artificial body of men." (i) "An artificial being invisible, intangible, and existing only in
contemplation of law": endowed with "immortality
and "individuality." (2) "An artificial person." (3)
A body corporate an incorporeal heriditament possessed of neither body nor soul a legal entity separate and apart from the members who compose it. (4)
" A franchise possessed by natural persons." (5)
It
is said to have "privileges, immunities, and capacities
not enjoyed by its members as natural persons," (6)
to be capable of acquiring rights arising ex contractu, and not to be amenable for its crimes.
fostering care of the State.

—

—

An

—

artificial body of

men

is

—

either an

abnormal

growth unsusceptible of classification, or an absurdity.
A franchise is a monopoly, or, at least, a chief element
of monopoly.
A being having privileges not enjoyed
by its members as natural persons, seems to possess
transcendent powers; and an artificial person vested
with the power of making contracts, yet exempt from
the criminal jurisdiction of the State, appears to be endowed with the attributes of natural persons without
being subject to corresponding responsibilities. Considering the light that has been given them, the people have judged with marvelous accuracy.

be urged that the language of the law is
and when rightly understood cannot be

will

It

technical,
(I)

1

Ab'i

•

439-

(2)

Dartmouth College

{3)

People

(4)

Curaue

(5)

(6)

V.

v.

v.

Woodward,

Assessors, etc,

i

4

Wheat.

Hill 616.

Sautiui, 16 La. An. 27.

Kents Com. 268.
Dartmouth College
2

v.

Woodward, Supra.

636.

given such interpretation. The unprofessional mind
always understands language in its ordinary meaning,
but, aside from this significant fact, it is the settled
doctrine of the law sustained by an almost unbroken
line of precedent, that a ^corporation is an artificial

person possessed of privileges and immunities not enits members as natural persons; that it may
enforce its rights arising out of contracts, and is not

joyed by

punishable for

Amid

its

criminal offenses.

the confusion which this •doctrine has en-

all

gendered, among

it which
upon to make, this central idea
of artificial personage and separate legal entity has
been the controling and animating principle of the law

Courts have

felt

all

the qualifications of

called

of corporations from the beginning.
The people have
caught the idea in their capacity as jurors, and from
the stump, and have wrested it, if not to their destruction, at least to the promotion of an antagonism on the
part of persons engaged in corporate enterprises, quite
as effective and more dangerous than their own.
Could New York startle the nation by revelations
of the Broadway Surface Railway steal, if men did not
feel greater security in carrying on their nefarious
practices through a corporate organization, and beneath the cloak and shield of a corporate entity?
Would the Chicago City Railway Company find it
necessary to resort to jury-bribing in trials of civil ac-

tions for

had

at

Courts?

damages
all

for personal injury,

times received

fair

if

—

No amount

in either of the

corporations

treatment from the

of abuse justifies crime,
if crime
above instances was committed, but

—

the prevailing prejudice against corporations ma}', in a
large measure, account for

it.

might claim exemption from responsibility
condition if there were any necessity for the
law which gave rise to it, or rather, upon

Jurists
for this

rules of

which

it is

based.

maybe doubted

any proper sense, that which
According to Webster, a person is "a corporeal manifestation of the soul"
"a self-conscious being" "a moral agent"
"especially a living human being" "a
man, woman, or child" "an individual of the human
race."
Given neither body nor soul, a corporation cannot be a corporeal manifestation of soul.
Deprived
of every attribute of personality it cannot be a person in that sense. Or, psychologically considered, "a
person is an individual that, like man, possesses inIt

is

if,

in

the product of art can be called a person.

—

—

—

telligent volition."

—

—

is impossible to attribute "inanything outside of the animal

It

telligent volition " to

kingdom. Certainly no mere mental creation, such
as an "artificial person," can be considered as of itself
having "intelligent volition." It is, indeed, impossible to conceive an "artificial person," independent
of the

persons or members

who compose

it.

It

is

a

XHE OPKN
misnomer

to

speak of a corporate will other than as

it

COURT.

would be

deny that

in vain to

in

human
The genealog)' of
may be founded on a

last

thirty centuries

composing the corporate body.

life

has considerably decreased.

Technically, the appellation

To

civil law.

is

that jurisprudence

By

gin of our law of corporations.

"whoever

derived from the

we look

for the ori-

the

law

civil

was capable of having or acwas a persona," (7) and a corporation

or whatever

quiring rights

was by that jurisprudence considered as capable of
having and acquiring rights. In reality there was no
ground for such assumption.
(To be concluded.

BODY AND MIND;

THE DATA OF MORAL

OR,

PHYSIOLOGY.*
BY FELIX

OSWALD, M.D.

L.

Part XVII.

HEALTH AND
The
attest

first

DISEASE.

discoverers of the

the former existence of

fossil

to

an inference

rather at variance with the doctrine of evolution from

lower to higher forms of

The evidence

life.

of indis-

putable inferiority in the size and strength of living
creatures as compared with their extinct congeners,

encouraged those theories

of biological retrogression

expressed in the classic traditions of the Saturnian
Age and the paradise legends of the Semitic nations.

The systematic study

of

comparative

anatomy

revealed, however, a steady progress in the direction
of higher organization, in the sense of structural

adap-

and more versatile functions. In
other words, the living organisms of the present age,
though inferior in bulk and rude strength to the giants
of the earlier geological periods, exceed them in the
elaborate complexity and pliancy of their structure,
and thus, after all, demonstrate a progressive adaptatation to

more

efficient

tion to higher functions of

The progress

life.

moral evolution presents a strikingly similar contrast.
Our moral and mental life is
more complex, more elaborate and diversified than
that of the ancients, but those advantages are offset by
a loss of vigor and moral stamina.
In many respects
the moral contrast of ancient and modern times corresponds, indeed, to the contrasting moral concomitants
of rugged health and debility.
Physical and moral
changes of that sort go hand in hand, and there is no
reasonable doubt that, as compared with the heroic
age of the Mediterranean Republics, ours is an age of
physical enervation. The comparatively recent reviof

val of sanitary science has

average of

human

(7) Proffatt on
* Copyrighted.

somewhat increased

longevity that reached

ebb during the reign
Corp'ns—

Hebrew and Hindoo

patriarchs

lower unit in the computation of time; the "years " of
Genesis may have been moons or seasons, and the

Brahmin

records of

scripture

by the myth-making tendency

may have been
of Oriental

vitiated

historians.

Greece and Rome
Biographers writing
of contemporary statesmen and philosophers in an era
of systematic chronology can hardly be supposed to
have exaggerated their age by scores of years. In the
first century of our chronological era (A. D. 74) the
Emperor Vespasian ordered the publication of statistics comprising the following census-records of the
eight administrative divisions of the Roman Empire:

But the

statistic

chronicles of

cannot thus be explained away.

most

Fifty-four of the total population (inhabiting the

remains that

gigantic reptiles and

mammals must have been tempted

the course of the

the average duration of

referring to the joint or collective loill of the persons

its

the

lowest

of mediaeval anti-naturalism

;

but

prosperous regions of Europe, western Asia, and
northern Africa) had attained, but not passed, their

hundredth year; one hundred and fourteen were
between 100 and no years of age; two only were
between no and 125 four between 125 and 130 four
others between 130-135; three between
135-140.
The latter age was undoubtedly exceeded by that of
Thomas Parr, an English peasant of the eighteenth
century who died at the age of 152, and whose three
grand-sons outlived a century by several years, thus
removing all physiological objections to the approximate correctness of the Roman census. That margin
of doubt is, however, still further limited in the case
of well-known statesmen, poets, and men of science.
The poet Epimenides, according to Pliny, died at 154;
Democritus, at 109; Gorgias of Lacontes, at 108; the
philosopher Theophrastus, at 107. Three of the " seven
;

;

wise

men"

more
The historian Hieronymus of
The comic poet Cratinus at

of Greece, according to Lucian, lived

than a hundred years.
Rhodes died at 104.

100; Hippocrates, the founder of hygiene at 99;

Galen

The poet Isocrates and the Cretan philosopher
Demonaxdied in their ninetj'-ninth year, not of old age,
but of excitement the one, the other of hunger. The
at 98.

Stoic Cleanthes and the satirist Juvenal lived a few

days more than a hundred years. Perennius Tutus
died (A. D. 117) in his 107th year; Fabius Maximus
in his loist;

Terentius Varro in his 98th.

Nor can we

possibly doubt that our so-called prodi-

would have been children in
Not to mention the
portents recorded of Milo and the champions of the
Olympic arena, the sober militar}' statistics of Xenophon and Pliny oblige us to admit that the warriors of
the old Mediterranean Republics were habitually subjected to hardships and fatigues that would kill ninet}'nine of a hundred modern soldiers in a sinp'e week.
gies of physical strength

the hands of the ancient athletes.
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In view of such facts the contrast in the moral
modern nations implies a sug-

types of ancient and

gestive physiological significance.

Physical debility

effeminates, and the moral characteristics of Pagan
heroism differs from those of modern culture as the
masculine differs from the feminine type of vices and
Ferocious passions have yielded to pity, exvirtues.
travagance to moderation, pride to the worship, if not
to the practice, of humility; but also patriotism to the
culture of the domestic virtues, the love of blunt truth
to hypocrisy, the cruelty of callousness to the cruelty
of vindictive spite,

moral courage to moral cowardice.

COURT.

devout: Nearly every scaffold orator edifies his audi-

ence by the enunciation of unworldly sentiments. Unmasked hypocrites console themselves with the hope
of a better hereafter.
When the gods of war rejected
his appeal, Charles IV of Spain solaced his spirit by
embroidering a petticoat for the Holy Virgin. Ranee,
the founder of the new Trappists, became devout in

consequence

of a

characteristic difference in the moral con-

upon Nature.

comitants of health and disease expresses at the same
time the most significant contrast in the moral tenden-

The

The most

and modern

cies of ancient

religions:

The worship

of

The main tendency
symptom

tinctive

upon the ear
its

of the creed that

soil of

developed

a decaying empire,

The

of disease.

of the sick;

is

its

a dis-

joy of revelry jars

decrepitude naturally turns

hopes from the tribulations

of life to the

peace of

"Under

the influence of sorrow and infirmity," says a reviewer of mediaeval ethics, " men are
the grave.

apt to become instinctive pessimists. Nature practices

her delusions for wise purposes of her own. She baits

her matrimonial traps with visions of Elysium and reconciles her children to the gathering shadows of the
long night by exaggerating the disappointments of the
day and the recollection of its fatigues. And, even at
the end
enough

of a pleasant evening,
to

be valued

for its

own

rest

sake.

.

.

Devil was sick, the Devil a

monk would

be,'

quote the famous sarcasm of Marquis Condorcet:

or, to

'Impotence

upon the

insists

sinfulness

earthly

of

amours.' "

joy was superseded by a worship of sorrow.

deepest roots in the

domestic tragedy; the quietism of

Raimund Lullius dates from the infidelity of his bride;
Hannah More was a martyr to chronic headaches and
Calvin a dyspeptic. The devotees of pessimism were
mostly persons who had reason to revenge themselves

becomes sweet
But this qui-

etude of the sunset hour the apostle of renuriciation
attempts to enforce in the morning of life; his disciples are to seek refuge in sleep before their days'

work

The disease-born

doctrine of renunciation has, in-

deed, darkened the sunlight of earth as efficiently as
itself; but the ethics of decrepitude assume
compensating form in the worship of pity. "He
sneers at scars who never felt a wound;" and only the
children of sorrow can fully sympathize with the affections of their brethren. "The bright gods of Olym-pus," says Heinrich Heine, " gods whose eyes had
shed no tears, were unable to realize the woes of poor
martyred man, and man's burdened heart could hope
no solace from his prayers. They were holiday- gods
to whom their worshipers could dedicate only banquets
and thanks. They were never truly loved. Truest

disease
their

—

love

is

the privilege of sorrow: Pity

is its

sacred seal;

Of all gods who were ever
"
loved, Christ, therefore has been loved the most
And pity has remained the redeeming trait of falpity, perhaps, is love itself.

len nations.

The

Sicilians,

the starving Spaniards,

done; he gathers dry leaves to bury the budding
flower.
Like the genius of death, he depreciates life
by dwelling upon the vanity of its hopes; and the se-

the Poles in their deep sorrow and misery, are pas-

be found in the circumstance

ture-hells coincided with the period of noblest charity,

a germ of this

and the dogma whose fanatics Jordon Bruno justly
stigmatized as the worst enemies of mankind, has also
produced the most zealous philanthropists. Priests,
with all their "sectarian animosities and horrible persecutions," as Lecky sums up the infamies of eccle-

is

cret of his success is to

that in every

tivity.

in the

human

breast there

is

which may be stimulated into premature

feeling

It

is

prime

a reversion of the vital instincts.
of

life,

ac-

Even

the systematic suppression of

all

our natural desires will lead to that weariness of earth
which Nature had intended to deaden the sorrow of
the parting hour, as we may force a plant to return as
dust to dust by depriving
leaves.

Young

it

of its flowers

and green

pessimists resemble the fruits that rot

before they ripen.

Monastic tendencies imply an abnormal condition of the human mind
Disease,
crushing misfortune, mental derangement, whatever
disqualifies a

man

for the healthy business of life, will

him for the reception of anti-natural dogmas.
Marasmus and pessimism are as concomitant as optimism and health. Caged murderers generally become
qualify

Times

sionately charitable.

devotion of self-sacrifice;

of distress stimulate the

—the age of Inquisitorial

tor-

siastic history, with all their "blind hatred of progress,

ungenerous support of every galling disqualificaand restraint, their intense class selfishness, their
obstinately protracted defense of intellectual and potheir
tion

litical

superstitions, their childish but whimsically fero-

dresses

and

minute dogmatic distinctions,
were nevertheless the
a hundred sorrowful generations

about

cious quarrels

candlesticks,"

deathbed-angels of

and foremost ministers

of

mercy

in the crisis of

every

public calamity.

"A cripple makes

the swiftest sick-nurse,"

is

a well-

THE OPEN COURT.
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assassin could not be discovered

founded proverb of French military hospitals, as wellfounded as the proverbial cruelt}' of thoughtless boys
who cannot realize the significance of the tortures
they inflict on helpless birds and kittens. The "fellow-feeling of joy," evinced by those same boys in
their keen sympathy with the happiness of their playmates, contrasts, however, not less strongly with the
narrow envy fretting the souls of their pious elders,
and forms the analogue of another characteristic distinction of ancient and modern ethics.
The philanthropists of antiquit}' delighted in sharing and increasing the joys of the happy. The philanthropists of the
cross confine themselves to sharing and decreasing
the sorrows of the afflicted. It would be no exaggeration to say that the Emperor Trajan alone expended
more treasures on the maintenance of free public recall

husbands

Antioch, Berytus, and Thessalonica.

Christian po-

tentates celebrate their accession by remitting or mit-

Ro-

igating the sentence of a few political prisoners.
.

man

victors signalized their triumphs

countrj'men to a series of free

by treating

festivals.

their

When

the

philosopher Anaxagoras lay on his deathbed he did
not try to perpetuate his
ological

seminary

memory by endowing

or a

a myth-

hospital for orthodox con-

sumptives, but requested the magistrate of his native

town

to celebrate the anniversary of his dfeath

by

treat-

ing their schoolboys to a yearly holiday.

Yet it must be admitted that even in the centers of
pagan civilization that "fellow-feeling of joy" was
offset by an extreme, often, indeed, almost incredible
callousness to the appeals of mercy. Seneca, the most
humane of pagan philosophers, distinctly insists
(De dementia, II, 6, 7) that the leniency of a judge
should stop short of duty, and that the commisseration
of suffering is suited only for weak women and men of
" It is only diseased eyes," he says,
unsound mind
!

" that
to

weep

in seeing the fear of others, a foible akin

the nervous

weakness that makes some people

laugh when others are laughing aloud." Such teachings bore their print in the law that doomed to a cruel
death all the slaves of a murdered master whose

which

in the

reign of Hadrian

late as the

killed their wives

and fathers

their sons with

general impunity, and only in a case of exceptional
atrocity a citizen of
his

own

child.

his slaves

as

Rome was

banished for murdering

The elder Cato seems to have treated
the modern Turks their stage-coach

by systematic
over-work and underfeeding to save the expense of
maintaining them in old age. The insurrection of
Spartacus was quelled by crucifying several thousand
captives.
Slaves performing the duty of porters, were

horses, that are driven to a speedy death

often chained to a gate, like dogs, and prisoners of
war, by thousand and tens of thousands, were sold to
the man-butchers of the circus arena, where in the

dred years. Every larger city of southern Europe and
western Asia had a free arena and a free public bath;

and zoological curiosities
were imported from foreign lands, regardless of expense; every new month was ushered in by a day of
merry-making in honor of a tutelary god; the patricians, the plebeians, and even the slaves of ancient
Rome had their yearly festivals, besides the great national and municipal anniversaries that united the
pleasure-seekers of all classes. The Colosseum of Vespasian seated eighty thousand spectators, but was rivalled by the amphitheatres of Syracuse, Narbonne,

As

bility of suicide.

the

jugglers, musicians, athletes,

—a law

time of Tacitus was actually enforced upon the four
hundred slaves of a Roman Knight, found dead under
circumstances which did not even exclude the possi-

sovereign rulers of Christian
Europe have expended in the course of the last hunreations than
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a holiday-show scores of the helpless
wretches were often slaughtered for the mere purpose
instructing novices in the details of scientific
of

rehearsals of

-

homicide.
a suggestive fact that cruelties of that sort

It is

proved

for

centuries

compatible

with an advanced

and in some
most barbarous forms were sanctioned, not
only by despots, crazed with wine and lust, but bj*
enlightened statesmen, and with rare exceptions, even
by the exemplars of those schools of philosophy whose
moral precepts excelled the teachings of the traditional

state of intellectual

and

artistic culture,

of their

religion.

would, however, appear less strange, if
confound the primary and secThe moral
instincts of the human mind.

That

fact

we were
ondary

less apt to

results of education, in the

become

course of time, tend to

hereditary, and at last require the force of a

" second nature," swaying the mind with
taneous impulse of a natural propensity.

all

the spon-

The

love of

—

"romantic scenery," for instance, of lofty mountains,
steep rocks, and yawning precipices, has become an
intuitive passion of the educated classes, but frequently fails to strike a responsive chord in the soul
of rustics and seems to have been almost unknown to
the ancients who shuddered at the sight of frozen
Caucasus and viewed with indifference, if not with dismay, the grandest prospects of the western Alps,
whose snow-clad ramparts they mentioned only as so

many

obstacles

expeditions.

to

Again,

the

progress

the doctrine

of

of

their

military

eternal

pun-

ishment, thanks to the ceaseless efforts of the mediaeval priesthood, has become almost indelibly impressed upon the minds of millions who anticipate
the hour of death with a dread which the mere prospective end of conscious existence would fail to
inspire.

But that dogma which a

historian of moral
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characterizes as at once "so atrocious,
and so extravagantly absurd that its adoption might
well lead us to doubt the universality of moral perceptions," found only a faint analogue in the mythology of Hesiod (the doom of Tantalus and the Danaids,
for instance) and is hardly ever mentioned in the pagan

down from mediseval times. But when they drew this
clumsy wooden horse within the walls of their dogmatic stronghold, they unwittingly admitted an army
Kant's critical thoughts who
of bellicose warriors

literature of the next fourteen centuries.

"The-old fashioned a priori in science, in morals,
and religion," a reviewer in Science* somewhere remarks "used to be represented as an arrogant and intolerant thing, mysterious in its manner of speech, violent and dogmatic in the defense of its own claims.

evolution

more sensitive forms, was equally
nations of undoubted mental and physical

Altruism, in

unknown

to

its

it is now so fast acquiring the force of
an hereditary instinct that many of our contemporaries

health, though

find

difficult to realize

it

the attraction of the gladia-

moral disorder), and are .apt to forget the complacency of the
Spanish cavaliers, who only three hundred years ago
engaged reserved seats for their boon-companions and
torial

games (except upon the theory

of a

gaily-dressed ladies, to witness the agony of a roasted
heretic.

FORM AND FORMAL THOUGHT.
11.

THE ORIGIN OF THE 'A

—

orthodoxy.

The English Empiricists used
bug.

our knowledge; it adds to the stock of our knowledge something new, which we have not known befies

is

sum of the two opposite
we amplify our knowledge

by mere

^

The judgment 7 5
but synthetic. The concept twelve

pler instance.

-t-

tained in seven nor in

five,

but

is

its

it

be a hum-

to

place, however,

was

a

Kant, as we have stated, calls the a priori truths
'formal knowledge,' and this indicates that the general postulates of the transcendental sciences,, the ax-

iomatic conceptions from which they

are

start,

stracted from reality by thinking away, as

it

ab-

were,

which is represented in our
Kant suggests this conception
On
of the "a priori, but he nowhere pronounces it.
the contrary, he makes statements which may be taken

their material existence,

sensory impressions.

interior angles
of the triangle

does not

Kant uses even a sim-

ratiocination, a priori.

they gave us in

exclude this interpretation of his conception.
According to our view, form is a property of reFormless matter
ality as well as of our cognition.

In proving that the exterior angle of a triangle

equal to the

What

vague and unphilosophic doctrine of science that you
could only seem to understand so long as you did not
examine into its meaning." J. S. Mill's philosophy
moved in a circle. " He had founded all inductive interpretation of nature on the causal principle and the
causal principle again on an inductive interpretation

'

of the same,

to hate this aristocratic

a priori and they shrewdly suspected

of nature."

PRIORI.'

Kant answers the question How are synthetic
judgments a priori possible?' by showing that such
synthetic judgments undoubtedly exist.
A synthetic judgment is different from an analytic
An analytic judgment merely analyses
judgment.
knowledge and contains nothing but an explanation or
elucidation of what, in an involved form, we have
known before, but a synthetic judgment really ampli-

fore.

—

are sure to conquer and destroy the citadel of dualistic

12 is not analytic
is

neither con-

something entirely

to

reality,

matter

exist.

are
is

Form and

inseparable.

either uniform

matter, as they exist in

What

is

called

formless

or lacking that kind of form

which, in our opinion or according to our wishes, it
should have. Knowledge also in its primitive shape,

new.

when

Kant leaves the subject here and is satisfied with
the fact that synthetic judgments a priori are possible.
He might have ventured a step further by pro-

combination of sense-perceptions and formal cognition.
The sense-perceptions are the real substance of knowl-

posing another question:

'What

is

the origin of the

Only by answering this question could he
have shown, how synthetic judgments a priori are
possible.
This he did not do, and the omission has
produced great confusion among German, French,
and English thinkers.

The word

'a priori'

is

undoubtedly an old-fash-

were

aware of the dangerous properties concealed
Kantian idea. It sounds so scholarly Latin,
almost ecclesiastical; for it is an expression handed
little

in this

so to say, natural

and crude,

is

an intimate

edge, while formal cognition is the principle which arranges and systematizes sense-experience.

As soon as a

a priori?'

ioned and awkward expression, which has not yet lost
the savor of 'innate ideas.' It was readily accepted in
England by philosophers of a theological bias who

it is,

living being develops the ability to

is attained by means
he can think of different qualities independent of things. He can think of whiteness, of greatness, of smallness, of courage, and of cowardice. And
soon after that, he will be also able to think one, two,
three, four, five units in absiracto without the asCounting is a
sistance of his fingers; he will count.
most important step in the development of humanity,

think in abstracto, a state which

of language,

for

it is

the

first

purely formal thought.

It

abstracts

from the objects counted and refers exclusivel}'

to the

THE
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numbers which then may be emplo3'ed

unit

for

Horses have been perceived which are different in
and color, and temper, etc. These differences

any

kind of things.

size,

Physiologically considered the growth of abstract and

are occasionally of importance.

formal ideas must have developed in the following way:

attention because

amoeba can only produce vague
Light and darkness, heat and cold, moisture and aridity, abundance and scarcity of food, ex-

cept

Irritations in the

feelings.

upon the animalcule; they
certain way and produce more or less

is

perceived and also

not correspond

to,

(as lime or chalk),

which may ultimately

result

In higher animals irritations are

kind.

nerves of

and

of

Sensitiveness has been

differently in different organs.

Hght
the skin as warmth and

differentiated,

some
reacted upon

reactions

in

is

perceived on the

in

those of the eye

a ray of

as light.

The same process

of differentiation

image appears on the retina

If

and

a horse

of the

eye,

is

speciali-

seen,

its

whence the

through the optic nerve to the
interior parts of the brain.
There it is perceived as a
horse. According to Hering* and other physiologists,
there is no doubt but that every new perception of a
horse is registered on the same spot in the brain as
previously.
Every single brain-cell has a memory of
its own, which makes it more fit to be irritated by
that perception to which it has adapted itself.
Thus,
the conception of a horse is the sum total of all percepts of a horse.
It is, as Mr. Hegelert most appropriately expresses it, like a composite photograph.
The common features of a certain group of same
things are preserved, while the individual traits beirritation is transmitted

come blurred and are lost sight of.
Thus the many varying images

whiteness.

roses, white snow, white stones

and white horses have been per-

ceived, and the percept of 'whiteness' is produced, to
which again a special province of the brain must be
ascribed, which of course must be connected by nerve
fibres with all white things, more so with things that
are always white than with those that appear so only
occasionally.

cepts

zation takes place in the brain.

is

The psychical connection

Suppose we are in a library where the books are
by a number of librarians who have different but each one his own special interests.
Many
books are being constantly delivered.
There are
books about horses, and dogs, and flowers, and
stones, etc., etc.
Every librarian takes the books
of that subject with whose stfldy he is specially engaged and places it in his alcove. The library would
be in the best order, and yet so long as the different alcoves were not named, most of its treasures would be
inaccessible for many most important purposes. Such
is the arrangement in animal brains.
A dog knows
what a cat is. Every new perception of a cat awakens
in his mind with more or less vividness all the
well arranged

many

previous percepts of a cat with their different

memories of pursuit, perhaps also
and combat. But all these memories are
single percepts.
They have not yet coalesced into
a unitary and clear conception of catdom. If the sum
associations, mostly

of the eye,

and

all

somewhere in the brain, each kind in its
The special memory of the different fibres and

registered

total of the cat-percepts in his

place.

a conception,

all percepts and concepts in
Moreover, a repeated simultaneousness of different sensations which are produced by
same causes in different sense-organs, produces asso-

arranges

a proper order.

between certain percepts.

ciations

rose and at the

We

same time

the

whip

pain caused by

feels

at

once

in his

recollection the

a General
i

Func

of Organized Matter.

p. 143.

Mr. E. C. Hegeler, in his essay,

t

think of the

and its color.
song, and the dog who

its lash.

*See Ewald Hering; Memory ass

The Open Court,

We

of its smell

see a bird and think of his

sees

3931 says:
" If an abstraction is

;

The Open Court,

—

it

is

memory

is

to be called

certainly a very imperfect kind of

A

conception becomes distinct only by
This is the truth which has been so
splendidly elucidated by our best philological authorities, namely, that thought (the abstract thought of
reasonable beings) is only possible by the help of language. Man thinks because he speaks. The name
of a thing is, as it were, a string tied around all the
many percepts of that thing, thus comprehending them
all in one concept.
Concept is derived from con and
caJ>io and means, according to its et)'mology, a taking
or grasping together, a gathering into and holding in
conception.

being named.

p.

made, many things having something in common are
put together, and what they have in common is specified in words. It is then
forgotten that what they do not have in common disappears in the generalization.
The same takes place in Gallon's composite photographs of the members of a family. Only that remains of the several faces what they have in
common. This implies that the composite photograph is entirely contained
in each of the single photographs of each member, each is the complete composite with additions. So in reality the composite photograph is an abstraction
a part of each of the single photographs."

—

of such con-

called association.

of resistance

sensory impressions, as well as motory exertions, are

cells naturally

may attract
The horse
Thus a new con-

horse

but has been abstracted from, con-

White

act upon"

favorable or unfavorable effects in the living substance

its

A

as white as snow.

created, the concept of a quality which does

is

crete objects.

in a

is

it

ercise a certain influence
it
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one.

The act of naming is therefore an enormous
economy in mental activity; it is the mechanical
means by which abstract ideas or generalizations are
formed; and the faculty of thinking
origin,

is

///

abstracto

is

Reason, therefore, in its elementary
abstracting and combining.
Abstracting is

called reason.

THE OPKN COURT.
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We

a kind of separation.

separate the quality of white

ory of organized matter), becomes stronger by repe

and thus imparts more and more

from white objects and combine all the different whitesensations into one concept by the name of 'whiteness.'
Both processes, that of separation and of combination,

tition

are essential features of reason; but they are tlie essential features, and all functions of reason can be

are very complicated structures which in their asso-

two processes.*

work, showing interlacings of innumerable star-shaped
knots, the threads of which interradiate and combine

reduced

to these

Our brain
In

activity.

is

its

like a

workshop in full and unceasing
we must distinguish three

operation,

things:

The

1.

tion,
tails

activity

which

is

called

life;

presence makes

Its

it is

The

a special

itself felt

which is a change of place and could be,
were known, mechanically expressed.

2.

Physiologically considered, percepts and concepts

as

if all

mode-

is

used to keep

it

in

a kind of three-dimensional net-

the various sensory percepts belonging to

But

cells

sake of simplicity

for the

that perceptions

and groups

matter

is

its outer form by
Form, as we under-

membrane.

itself in a

not only the outside shape, but also

brain-substance.

ever, for the sake of simplicity again,

The form

in

Every

which

life

operates in the nervous

brain-cell has a special form,

the

groups of cells are arranged in special forms and the
whole system of the different cerebral organs is built

up

in a special form.

We

distinguish these three things, but in reality

they are inseparably united.

If

our percepts and con-

cepts are to be physically considered, they should not

be represented as the activity only of the brain, nor as
brain-substance, nor as their mere form. They are ac

and matter, and form united; being a special
It goes without
saying that the form of a special energy depends upon
the form of that substance in which the process takes
place. The form of a motion and the form of the substance in which the motion takes place, are not only
tivity,

form

of the activity in brain-substance.

A

certain percept, being a special form of motion in

living brain substance, leaves in those cells in

which

it

crude illustration, let us for a moment use the memcells as an example of their forms.
The
membranes of cells are also organic substance and their
material particles are constantly changing.
Nevertheless, they possess a relative stability which represents the shape of the cells, t. e., their outer form.
branes of

If

we would

membranes in which the
have enveloped themselves, it would afford an
aspect of divisions and subdivisions not unlike that of
the departments, shelves, and pigeon holes of a library
from which the books are removed, and we would have
an anatomical representation of a system of formal
cells

thought.
It

is

stance,
less;

cess by association.
ring Stimmtiiig,

which

some inner pro-

This disposition (called by Heis

produced by the special mem-

*F. Max Miiller defines Reason as "addition and subtraction." We have
repeatedly given our full assent to the great philologist's views with the remark, that we should substitute for " addition and subtraction " the terms used
above, I. e., "combination and separation." The terms " addition and subtraction " are confined to arithmetic; and to our mind they are different from
" combination and separation " in so far as " subtraction " is used of units that
are taken away from other equal units, while "separation " takes a part from
something that appeared as a unit (an integral whole) before the separation.
Similarly an addition sums up units of the same kind (or at least those which
for the purpose of addition are considered as being of the same kind) into a
larger number, while a combination unites parts into one consolidated whole.

We

believe that there

view and our own.

is

and mere form,

no substantial difference between Prof. Max Muller's

is,

it

that

are stimulated into activity through

understood that this explanation

is

a simile

only to show that form grows pari passu with

adapted not only to receive the same or similar percepts, but even to reproduce that percept spontanethe cells, nourished by the blood-circulation,

take out of such a brain the living sub-

stance without destroying the

tation

if

How-

and as a matter

of

takes place, such vestiges as to produce a disposition

ously,

is

the inner disposition and arrangement of atoms.

stance,

interdependent, they are identical.

systematic

that of giving stability to

enveloping

stand the term,

3.

in

of the first steps in the evolution of living

working order; viz., the matter which is constantly
combining and decomposing in the protoplasm of the

substance.

same

til's

us suppose

and conceptions grew in a brain like
would naturally
.

One

let

of cells simply; they

and mechanically arrange themselves
order.

material of which the whole workshop of

the brain consists, and which

may resemble

ciations

idea.

kind of energy.

stability to

that special form.

if

abstracted from

for purposes of thought,

is

of greatest

among

importance

its
its

sub-

sub-

by no means valuefor a

proper orien-

the enormous mass of sense-perceptions

crowd upon the mind.

An animal and

a

man may have the

very same sen-

sory impressions; their brain substance consists of the

same combinations

of nervous matter; sensations (the
mental activity) are produced by the same
kind of organs and in the same way. Yet there is a
difference of form between the animal and the human
brain in so far as the many different impressions
of same percepts have not yet attained in the animal brain that stability and unity which they pos

basis of

all

sess in the

human

divisions are

brain. In the

human

more marked, the furrows

brain the subare deeper as

more numerous; and from recent investigations
we know that every class of same perceptions has acquired an additional and closely associated brain
well as
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name.* The whole group
of certain percepts together with their name represents what in logical and ps3'chological language is
structure which embodies

its

called a concept.

Let us now suppose that the chief librarian

of the

library of our brains for the sake of arranging a cat-

alogue takes an inventory of
the different alcoves.

all

the books arranged in

He wduld

find the

arrangement applied everywhere.

ciple of

same prin-

The

differ-

ent alcoves would have separate departments and these

again would be found to possess subdivisions. This
kind of arrangement, which, as we stated above, grew
naturally,

became

first

apparent when the process of

place.
Many different names were conceived in our consciousness to be special kinds of one
general kind so that they together formed one system

naming took

Logicians

of ideas.

call

it

genera and species.

The librarian (we now suppose) arranges an office
(perhaps for the purpose of reference) in which a general plan of the whole library can be found. This refThe

erence room contains no books.

visitor finds there

no substantial information; the information to be
gained there is purely formal and serves the purpose
to find one's

ments
is

way

easier in the

many

of the alcoves. This reference

called logical ability, or

different depart-

room

in

our brain

mathematical reasoning, or

and we need not say that its establishment
marks another important step in the development of
calculation,

formal thought. It is the beginning of
scientific thought by the help of which we gain information about the methodical arrangement of our
reason;

Logic does not create order and system
in our brain, but it. makes us conscious of the order
that naturally grew in our mind.

The

between the library and our mind
up before the books were stored, but in our brains the
different notions form (or rather grow) their own
categories.
The notions of our minds are like living
books that build their own shelves and pigeon-holes,
similar to the way in which cellulizing protoplasm
covers itself spontaneously with a membrane. If we
abstract from the protoplasm, which constitutes the
contents of cells, we retain the empty membranes, and
if we abstract from the sensory material of percepts
and concepts, we retain their mere forms, which, reduced to rule, are called formal thought, /. e., arithmetic, mathematics, mechanics, and logic.
Knowledge of objects has been gained by sensory
impressions, but knowledge of logic can be acquired
difference

that in a library the shelves have been put

only by a process of self-observation.
internal

Compare

the

map and

human brain in Der Mensch,
The chapter, " Lokalisation in

explanations of the

by Dr. Johannes Ranke, Vol.
tier

I,

p. 530 et seq.

Grauen Grosskirnrinde" explains Broca's,

Hitzig's,

and Fritscb's inves-

takes into consideration the arguments proposed by adversaries
of the localization theory (Goltz, etc.), and adopts Exner's view which, it ap-

tigations.

experience which

of external experience;

is

It

is

a kind of

quite different from that

the lattfr takes place by, and

can never dispense with, the instrumentality of the
senses. If the rules of pure logic are to be established,
we must carefully exclude from this process of inner
self-contemplation the interference of the senses, for
only the form of things, and thoughts, and mo-

it is

with which in purely formal thought we are conThe importance of these forms becomes at
once apparent if we bear in mind that as they are in
tions,

cerned.

one case they must be in all others also. The rules
by which we generalize our knowledge of formal conditions (of mathematics, arithmetic, logic and mechanics) possess universality and necessity.

The process of scientific enquiry will be seen to be
everywhere the same. Science classifies sensory experience according to the categories of formal thought.
In so far as we succeed in reducing the data of a certain
subject to mechanical, mathematical, arithmetical, or
logical principles,

why

the different

we solve its problems and recognize
phenomena which are subject to our

special enquiry must be such as they are.

traces necessity everywhere;

Science

and science can do so

by the help of the formal truths, which, holding
good for all imaginable cases, show single instances
under the aspect of universal and irrefragable rules.
onl}'

p. c.

NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL PERSONS.
The most recent investigations of physiological psychology
have not only revolutionized our views of the human and animal
soul, but have also exercised a great influence upon the other sciences that are more or less dependent upon psychology, first
among them, history and jurisprudence. A new science is about
to be born, which, by German savants has occasionally been called

—

Volkspsyckologie.

It

will

investigate the laws of national soul-life

from the standpoint of positivism.
of a

number
and

habits,

The data

of the psychical life

of individuals are their actions, their customs, their

their laws, in their totality as well as severality.

A

form a unity, as do tribes and
nomadic families. In their further development they will organize
with purposive foresight into States and Empires. They thus form
nation-individuals of a special character and with peculiar features.
Nations, Cities, States, and Empires are, so to speak, natural
individualities which coalesce from the common interests of indi-

number

of individuals will naturally

viduals of the

same
same

race, or the

same language, or the same

resi-

perhaps of all four. But there are
also individualities which are created by a union of several people
who have the same commercial, professional, or industrial inThey originate in the same way and according to the
terests.
dence,

or the

religion,

as States and other natural individualities of a

same natural laws

corporate character do; but as they cannot spring into existence

without the conscious consent of their members, nor without adopt-

some way, a system

ing, in
*

>339

it is

conceptions.

is,
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kind,

of by-laws or an agreement of

so to say, an artificial existence.

they have,

some

Since such

companies, or guilds, or associations, are recognized as corporations by the State, they are called artificial persons.

It

pears, reconciles seemingly irreconcilable principles.

An

individual

ceases to be what

it

is

such a unity

as, if

separated into

has been before the separation.

An

its parts,

individual

THE OPEN COURT.
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in

order to remain what

An

octrahedral, or any other, crystal

it

ceases to be what

vidual;

if

it

as the

is,

it is,

An

has been.

cut to pieces,

it

is

name

suggests, indivisible.

an individual.
animal, say an ox,
is

no longer an

ox,

If

broken,

is

an indi-

but pieces of beef.

An

person so called is an individual; if its members, from insolvency or from a disagreement of any form, dissolve, it ceases to

artificial

exist; its transactions stop,

A

'person'

and

an individual

is

its

business
like

that,

is

no longer carried on.

man, possesses

intelligent,

volition.

Living individuals do not remain one and the same; they grow
or decline and are

man's body
is

obliterated.

new

and not losing
its

less in

a state of constant change.

new matter

is

may change

its

same corporation, carrying on the

its

A

received, old matter

ideas are accepted, old ones are discarded, or

Similarly a corporation

yet remain the

of

more or

in a constant flux:

is

given out;

historical connection

members and
same business

nor suffering an interruption

transactions during the process.

Some animals of a lower order have a tenacious life. They
may be cut in two, and both parts may continue to live and grow
be individuals like their parents. In a similar way corporations
split, and by and by establish themselves as two competitive
companies of the same kind, as the parent corporation had been.

to

nal, his friends

owe

the publication of his ripest thought, save that

on the Montgomery-Cope discussion. The thought was too broad
and too earnest to be desired in any other journal now issued. He
sympathized with Mr. Underwood in his trouble, but he also recognized the free hand and mind that made the publication of The Open

Court

therefore also true, that but for the sudden
would have been completed for The Open
Court, in whose columns the discussion appeared. It was spoken
of by him on the morning of the day of his departure and there
was deep regret that it was to be left incomplete.
The letter of March 14th did not touch on this phase for obvious reasons.
Mr. Underwood was not then, and is not now
possible.

It is

decline the article

The Open

ready to hear anything adverse to his attitude toward

Court, which is marked in his communication to your journal
and in other ways. A ripe experience will not bear him out in it.
It has
marred the happiness of his friends is destructive in
*
*
«
*
»
*
*
spirit, and cures nothing.
Yours Very Sincerely,
Mary Gunning.
Greeley, Col., Nov. 14, 1888.

—

may

The

have been entertained about artificial persons have been very vague
perhaps just as vague as those
about human persons.
Juridical authorities have used similar
juridical views that

—

words even
tangible,

The

have when
appeared as an immortal, an in-

for their artificial persons as theologians

speaking of the

human

and an

soul.

It

invisible entity of a very mysterious character.

object of science

is

to

remove mysteries.

Positive psy-

chology, history, and jurisprudence have rid themselves of the mysterious,

and the

results of all these sciences, pointing out the

facts of psychic life in different provinces,

each other.

They show how by

and organizations

tions

same

to explain

natural or artificial combina-

more complicated, more powerful, or

The

higher individuals, can be produced.
neither invisible psychic entities

and

will help

who

individuals produced are

exist of

themselves

like ghosts

nor are they a mere

fiction of idle brains; but they are
of their several members or constituent
parts: they are new formations of a real, and sometimes most imspirits,

the product of the joint action

portant,

existence.

Their characters are determined not only by

their constituent elements but also

by the purposes

for

the forms in which they combine.

[Mrs.

Mary Gunning,

The Open Court,

in a letter

to"

the proprietor and editor of

published in No. 61 wrote as follows

'There was
Gunning continued with us, he would
have given you in due time. It was the treatment, or rather
reconciliation, of the differences in the arguments of Dr. Montgomery and Prof. Cope as published in The Open Court." With reference to this statement the late editor of The Open Court has
,

'

;

a paper which, had Professor

published in

the

Religio-Phihsophical

paper of Chicago, a passage from a

jfournal,

letter of

a

spiritualistic

Mrs. Gunning's to'him-

self to the effect that if he had remained editor the article would
have been completed and published. As the two statements appeared to him contradictory, Mr. Underwood considered " a correction" necessary.
Mrs. Gunning's letter to the editor of the

Religio-Philosophical yoiirnal, published above,

is

a reply to that

Mrs. Gunning had sent her letter to the journal
mentioned, but as if has not appeared within reasonable time, it is
"correction."

now
to

given a place in our columns.

The remainder of Mrs. Gunning's letter, having no reference
The Open Court, is, with her permission, omitted. Ed.]

which and

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

p. c.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CORRESPONDENCE.
PROF. W. D.
To

GUNNING AND "THE OPEN COURT."

Editor of "The Religio-Philosophical Journal," Chicago.
have read in your journal, of November loth, a communication from Mr. Underwood touching a line from me to The Open
Court, and a line of earlier date to himself. His points are corthe
I

had information. It is certain that, had he remained editor of The Open Court, the Montgomery-Cope paper
would have been written, as at that time my husband was writing

rect so far as he

it.
It had been fully matured, but before it was
committed to manuscript the editorial rupture had occurred, followed by Mr. Underwood's circular to his friends. This calamity
disturbed Prof. Gunning, and he dropped the work for a time. He
had not been so situated as to have any personal knowledge of
Mr. Hegeler or of Dr. Carus, the incoming editor, and feared as
others did that it was all up with The Open Court.
Conciliation
as well as justice was in the temper of his mind.
He was loyal to
his friends, foremost among whom he reckoned Mr. and Mrs. Underwood. But he did not fail to do justice to the claims of the
founder of The Open Court, in whose cause he had enlisted by
becoming a paid contributor to it. To the existence of that jour-

quite regularly for

CHAPTER XXF//— Continued.
The Prince walked slowly into the room.
He
bowed silently to Use, and gave his hand to the
Professor.

"My

father has

commissioned

me

to ex-

press to you his pleasure that you have fulfilled his

wishes;" and, turning to Use, he continued: "I trust

you

that

will

enough
home."

find the dwelling comfortable

not to regret having

left

your residence

at

Use looked with great pleasure at her Prince. He
it appeared to her, grown a little.
His demeanor
was still rather depressed; but he had color in his
cheeks, and it was clear that things were not amiss
with him. The little moustache was stronger and became him well.
She replied, "I scarcely venture to turn round. It
had,

is

like a fairy castle.

One

expects every

moment

that

from the wall and inquire whether
one wishes to go through the air, or that four swans
a spirit will spring

'

Translation copyrighted.
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stop at the

will

chair

and

greeting,

for the

windows

Street sends

its

give your Highness heartfelt thanks
which the Chamberlain sent me for the

I

for the present

to

it,

The Park

to the ground.

No

a golden carriage.

necessary to ascend to

is

come down

last

window with

Christmas-tree."

The Professor approached the Prince, mentioned
him the names of some of his colleagues, who had

sent to him
begged him

their kindest

"You have
Marshal.
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already told

me

that once," replied the

"I congratulate you on

this acquaintance
from the University."
"How do you like the Professor?" asked the Cham-

berlain, turning the conversation.

"He appears to be a clever man," replied the
Marshal, with indifference. "It is long since the pavilion has had such a beauty in it."
The Prince turned round, and he saw by

remembrances, and then

the light

express to his royal father his thanks
for this hospitable reception.

of the large chandelier that the

Everything seemed to curl in ornamental scrolls.
The lamps shone from the silver chandeliers, the hya-

The Prince's carriage drove up. He entered it
without saying a word to his companions, and drove
to the opera.
There he entered the ante-room of the
royal box.

to

cinths sent out sweet fragrance from every vase, the

closed curtains gave the

room

a comfortable appear-

ance, and on the frescoed ceiling a flying Cupid

heads

looks with one another.

"How

was

represented holding a bunch of red poppies over the

"They
you

you must be
tired," said the Prince, concluding the visit; and the
Chamberlain promised to inform the Professor at an
early hour the next morning when the Sovereign would
receive him.
Scarcely had the gentleman gone when
a servant announced that dinner was served in the
will leave

to rest, as

next room.

"Why,
taken the

son;

replied the Professor,

lantly offered her his arm.

conducted them into the next room, and drew back the
chairs of the richly-adorned table.
There was no end
of courses.
In spite of Use's protest a superabundant
dinner made its appearance, and she said, at last, " I
must resign myself to everything. There is no use in
struggling against these

Whoever

'spirits.

the dinner at last

Use had been freed from her anxieties about Gabriel,
While she
was unpacking she said to her husband, "This is a
very charming welcome, Felix, and I now have real
confidence that
"

Have you

all will

for the

I

go well."

ever doubted it?" asked the Professor.

Use answered,
cret anxiety,

"Up

know

people here

hour

to this

not why, but
all

seem

it

I

has

have had a

now

se-

vanished;

so friendly and kind-

hearted."

As

the Prince passed through the gardens back to

the castle the two cavaliers behind

him conversed

to-

gether.

"A charming woman,"
beauty of the

"She

first

order.

said

There

is

—

the Marshal
"a
good blood there."

every respect a distinguished lady,"
plied the Chamberlain, aloud.
is

in

replied the father, coldly,

re-

so, as far as

"and

I

I

rec-

hope you

be convinced of it." Then, turning to the Chamhe said, "To-morrow, after breakfast, I wish
to speak to Mr. Werner."
berlain,

sister,

and seated himself

"Where

into the box to his

silently at her side.

are the places for the strangers?" asked

the Princess.

"I do not know," replied her brother.

The Princess looked behind her inquiringly.
"The strangers' box is opposite," explained

the

Chamberlain; "but they have enough to do to-day
settling themselves."

"What

is

the matter with you,

sister, after the first act.

Benno?" asked the

"You cough."

"I have caught a little cold. It will pass."
After the theatre the Prince retired to his bed

was carried away, and

she busily began arranging her things.

pa

will

all."

When

at the

are content with everything," replied his

"They were never considered
ollect,"

lives in a

Prince's household must be bold enough to go through

abode

"but the rooms are damp, and would not be

The Hereditary Prince went
"you have

Show good courage." He galThe man in smart livery

step.

first

like their

healthy for a prolonged stay."

evening," said Use, shyly.

it is

"Never mind,"

do the strangers

vilion?" asked the Sovereign, kindly.

of the guests.

"To-day we

gentlemen exchanged

room, and complained to Kriiger of a headache and
sore throat.
When he was alone, he opened the window and looked across the pleasure-ground to the pavilion, the lights of which glimmered like stars in the
night.
He listened. Perhaps he might hear some
sound from there. He found it warm, for he took off
his necktie, and long stood motionless at the window,

came into his room and the last
was extinguished. Then he 'closed his window
gently and went to bed.
This was not prudent, for the Prince, whose health
was easily affected, awoke the following morning with
a severe cold.
The doctor was hastily called, and the
Prince was obliged to keep his bed.
till

the cool night air

light

When

the indisposition of the Hereditary Prince

was announced to his father, it put him in a bad humor. "Just now!" he exclaimed. "He has every mis-
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fortune unhealthy people are heir to."

wards, the Professor was announced, the

When, afterway in which

he received the announcement was so cold and constrained that the Chamberlain felt very anxious about
The long habit, howthe reception of the Professor.
ever, of receiving graciously, and the dignified bearAfter
ing of the Professor, had a softening influence.
a few introductory words, the Sovereign began a conversation about Italy; and it appeared that the Professor was in correspondence with a distinguished literary Roman, who was one of the Sovereign's most
intimate acquaintances when he was last in Italy.
This gradually placed the Professor in quite a differ-

He had

ent light to the Sovereign.

mere useful
had claims

known

tool,

but he

sent for

now found he was

a

him

as a

man who

because he was
whose position was respected by the

to personal consideration,

to others

The Sovereign

then asked how the matmanuscript stood, and smiled at the
eager zeal of the Professor, when he told him of the
new clue which he had found in the records.
"It would be well for you to prepare a memorial
of the whole state of the affair, which will assist my
memory, and add to it what help j'ou wish from me or
Sovereign.
ter of the

my

lost

officials."

The Professor was very
"

grateful.
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great works, he brought with
bility for

him

a lively suscepti-

impressions, and at every step he

felt

how

charming were the new views which he obtained; for
there was much here that invited a closer examination.
He inspired the Sovereign with something of
the enjoyment he felt himself.
There was no end of
his questions, and the answers of the Professor.
The
Sovereign was delighted to tell how he had obtained
many of the objects, and the Professor, by relating
similar stories of discoveries, led him on to give further accounts.
Thus some hours passed without the
Sovereign experiencing any weariness, and he was
much astonished when he was told that it was dinnertime.
"Is that possible?" he exclaimed. "You understand the most difficult of all arts, that of making
the time pass quickly.
I expect you at dinner; tomorrow you shall see the collection again, undisturbed
by my remarks; then you must favor me with a written report of what is desirable with respect to the arrangement, so as to make the valuable objects serviceable to science."

—

At dinner there was no one present but some
gentlemen whom the Professor, by the advice of
the Chamberlain, had visited in the morning
the
conversation was continued. The Sovereign related
much about Italy, and contrived in a cursory way to

—

not deny myself the pleasure of taking you

draw attention

museum," continued the Sovereign. " I shall
thus see what a learned man, who is a thorough connoisseur, thinks of the quiet amusement of an amateur

fessor with his

collector."

was easy and pleasant, and before the Sovereign left
the company, he turned again to the Professor, and
said, "I desire much that you should feel at home
with us, and I hope to pass more than one day as
agreeably as I have done this."
To the Professor also it had been a refreshing day,
and in going away, he said, in great spirits, to the
High Steward: "His Sovereign Highness understands

I

will

to the

The doors

flew open, the learned

spacious rooms with the Sovereign.

man

"We

entered the
will first

go

rooms that you may obtain a general view of their contents and arrangements," said
the Sovereign.
While the Professor looked at the
abundance of beautiful and instructive remains of antiquity, many of which were quite new to him, the
Sovereign gave some account of them; but soon left it
rapidly through the

to

the learned

man

interest,

sculpture; here the

unknown

coin of a famous

family, with their coat of arms;
of amulets,

Roman

and there a long row

with hieroglyphics.

It was a great pleasure to the Sovereign to find
out the importance of apparently insignificant objects,

and every moment

to receive

quite a youthful interest on the collection.
just

at

how to say kind things."
The High Steward bowed his white head

a time

and

replied,

"That

is

civilly,

the vocation of princes."

"Certainly," continued the Professor; "but so

warm

an interest in the details of a remote province of
entific inquiry is more than I had anticipated."

sci-

The High Steward made

a courteous movement,
he could not contradict the
assertion; he enveloped himself in an old-fashioned
little mantle, bowed silently to the gentlemen who
were similarly occupied, and entered his carriage.

which was

to signify that

{To be contiTtued.')

new information con-

cerning their value and names, but the Professor had
the tact to avoid long explanations.
He looked with

pened

the personal relations of the Pro-

very well

to search out for himself objects

and it was now his turn to give explanations.
Here there was an inscription, which no one
probably had copied; there a specimen of pottery, with
very interesting figures on it; then a statuette, a remarkable variation of a celebrated antique piece of
of

to

own acquaintances, in order that his
Court might know something about the man with
whom he was so much pleased. The conversation

It

hap-

when he was not occupied with

The whole earth is the sepulchre of great men; not only are
commemorated by columns and inscriptions in their own
country, but in foreign lands there dwells also an unwritten memothey

rial

to

them,

graven not on

stone but in the hearts of men.

THE OREN COURT.
Recent Contributions to 'TheOpen Court.'

REMINISCENCES OF MR. ALCOTT'S CON-

THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.
Alfred BiNET.In Nos.
In the

VERSATIONS.

49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 57

whole domain of Natural Science no

of investigation affords such a

Mrs. Ednah D. Cheney. In Nos. 49 and
.

50.

plexity of

In Nos. 49 and 50 The Open Court publishes a
paper upon Mr. Alcott's conversations, read by Mrs.

Ednah D. Cheney before the Memorial Meeting of
the Concord School of Philosophy. Mrs. Cheney's
recollections of Mr. Alcott lead us back as far as
the year 1840. The reminiscences cover almost a
half a century of Mr. Alcotfs intellectual life.
Abstracts are given of his conversations, incidents

described in which noted contemporaries figured,
and anecdotes told illustrative of Mr. Alcott's life

and thought.
Wheelbarrow, in No.

vitality as

52,

contributes an addi-

amiable philosopher

legion in number. They roam free and unconfined
Infinite in
in a drop of water, to them a world.

number, variety of

same beings

size

and manner of appearance,

that the unaided vision of

THE PROBLEM OF CAUSALITY.

the simplest

renders a clear conception of it absoindispensable to correct observation and
sound reasoning. Despite this the problem has
been unbecomingly neglected, and this neglect has
given rise to innumerable errors and to an astoundthis subject

lutely

The

ing lack of lucidity in scientific discussion.

problem

is

treated with clearness and precision;

simplicity of presentation being especially

The comments and

aimed

at.

discussions elicited by the

on "Causality" will.be found to be especialand elucidative. In Nos. 58, 59, and
60, Mr. William M. Salter advances a series of critwhich are replied to in the same numremarks,
ical
bers by the articles, "Causes and Natural Laws"
(No. 50), "Is There Anything Unknowable in Causation {No. 59), "Is Nature Alive," and "The
Stone's Fall" (No. 60). In No. 58. Mr. M. A.
article

ly instructive

upon the same

Griffen writes a letter

subject; in

No. 60, Dr. Edward Brooks, of Philadelphia, comments upon the standpoint taken; all of which are
accompanied by editorial comments.

GHOST STORIES.
By

The

L.

J.

Vance

In Nos.

59,

60

and

61.

object of these studies in Comparative Folk-

lore is not to account for every detail of every wild

and senseless ghost story. Their purpose is to
classify and compare the ghost lore of civilized and
uncivilized peoples, and to show that the legends
of the former are evolved from the savage fancies of
the latter. The belief in the power and permanence
of the souls of the dead is characteristic of savage
nations. These beliefs have been retained by the
uncultivated Folk of more advanced civilizations,
and the senseless parts are to be regarded as survivals of their earlier and cruder form. The main
thesis of these investigations is, that the "super'

'

natural stuff" of ghost stories is the same the
world over,— whether in the hut of Bushman and

more elabcrate

Hottentot, or in the

modern drawing-room

illusions of a

siance.

C.

Hegeler

Political questions

known forms

of

life,

They

and every

are

contri-

bution that throws light upon their mode of existence, cannot fail to be of transcendent interest

and scientists in general.
M. Alfred Binet, the collaborator of Ribot and
and one of the most eminent representatives
of the the French School of Psychology, has preto biologist

Fer^,

sented in this series of articles the results of the
most recent investigation into this department of
Every phenomenon that the improved
Life.
of microscopic research have shown to be
indicative of an exercise of intelligence, will, or

methods

feeling in these minute beings

is fully discussed
M. Binet has added much by these
psychology of the microscopic world;
he has opposed many theories, confirmed others,
and advanced many conclusions of his own. The
articles have been translated from the Revue Philosophique, and the original cuts procured from the

and analyzed.

articles to the

publishers.

PROF. WILLIAM D. GljNNING.
A Memorial Address by Frederic May
Holland
In No 61.
Prof. William D. Gunning died at Greeley, Col.,
on the 8th of March. 18S8. His active and exemplary career of sixty years was devoted to the advancement of scientific thought, and marked by an
uncompromising loyalty to truth. The memorial
address, by Mr. Frederic May Holland, is a just and
fitting tribute to a

noble

life.

PLANTATION FOLK-LORE.
L.

J.

Vance

In Nos. 41,45.

and

46.

Mr. Vance reviews and discusses the movement
and widespread interest in popular tales which has
produced the recent collections of Negro Myths
by Joel Chandler Harris ("Uncle Remus") and
Mr. Charles C. Jones. These tales form an important addition to the Folk-Lore of the New World,
and Mr. Vance's review will be welcomed by all
who wish to acquire a comprehensive estimate o£
the significance of these Myths to comparative literature and the science of comparative ethnology

have not been introduced

PANTHEON.

ISH

In No. 62.
into

By

An

S.

Arthur Strong

In No. 63.

but as the burning questions of
the day must be judged from ethical principles, the
problem of Protection or Free trade is here viewed

essay upon the purposes of the
Hibbert Foundation, with a review of the recent
lectures by Prof. John Rhys upon the religion of the

from the

ancient Celts.

The Open Court;

humanitarian standpoint.
" Aspire to a higher humanity." How shall we attain to this higher humanity? by protection? by restricting other nations
from competing with us? by taking advantage of
temporary international circumstances? No. Ex-

The

religious,

i.

e.

general ethical law

is:

perience shows that covtpetiizoti
of progress.

The

is

affords the greatest opportunities
least obstacles to the

man

the foundation

truly ethical policy is that

and

which

offers the

onward movement of the hu-

Thus, from the humanitarian point of
view, protection fails to stand the test.
race.

instructive

The

original investigations of Prof.

Rhys have thrown a new and welcome
and they

land,

work

in the

THE

are regarded

as a

monumental

province of philological archaeology.

SPIRITUALIST'S CONFESSION.

By Moncure D. Conway

An

upon
and Ire-

light

the forms of belief in ancient Gaul, Wales,

interesting article

of the

Fox Sisters

at the

In No. 63.

James Herein

An

book "

that has crea-

certain orthodox circles,

and

which, when superficially considered, has the appearance of substantiating certain Christian dogmas by scientific analogies." Mr. Herbin points
our the inconsistencies resulting from the further
development of Drummond's doctrines and mentions several natural principles

which were not ad-

mitted into the analogy.

THE QUESTION OF IMMORTALITY
No. 25, " Evolution and
isshown that Immortality accordis immanent; it is a con-

Is treated in the Editorial of

Immortality."

It

ing to the Monistic view

tinuance of ourselves in our children, in our ideas

and in the work we have done during life. Rudolf
Weyler in his essay, "The Process of Progress,"
in No. 24, speaks of death as a mere transition and
C Billups in a letter of No. 25 criticises the wrong
notion of a transcendent immortality as taught by
Dualism.

DETERMINISM VERSUS INDETERMINISM.
Prof. Georg von gizycklIu Nos. 25 and 26.
Georg Von Gizycki is Professor of Philosophy at
His name is well known
beyond the boundary of his country. The problem
of the Freedom of the Will has perhaps never been
treated in a clearer and more forcible manner. Contributions on the same subject have been published
from E. P. Powell and Xenos Clark.
the University of Berlin.

THE ANIMAL SOUL AND THE HUMAN
SOUL.
Carus Sterne

An

In Nos.

37, 41,

and

43.

full of fine thought and psychological
Carus Sterne well understands to follow a
subject as historically developed in the realm of
human opinion and as ultimately affected by the

essay

depth.

light of

Modern Science.

lation of the animal
been of interest and

to the

The question of the rehuman soul has ever
essay we find it attrac-

in this

tively yet accurately treated,

ETHICS AND PUBLIC LIFE.
W. M. Salter..

In No. 45-

The well-known lecturer of the Society for Ethical
Culture in Chicago bravely probes the wounds of
our public life and shows his patriotism by boldly
denouncing the evils and wrongs of American politics.
But he is no pessimist; he does not despair of
improvement and progress. He knows very well
that men " of Roman virtue " still exist. Mr. Sailer
wants

to elevate

our conception of

politics, so that

the best men in the community would lose their repugnance to public life; that they would enter it
once more to make it urr^at ,-.nd illustrious.

THE INDIVIDUALITY OF ATOMS AND
MOLECULES.
Rev. H. H. Higgins M. A. In Nos.
,

41

and

42.

"Evolutionists have to
Mr. Higgins says:
choose between discontinuity and the recognition
of a universal principle of life, which may be regarded not as mechanical, but as inherent in the
primordial atom." This idea underlies the theory
of J. G. Vogt also. But Mr. Higgins attributes ati
individual bios, or ]i*'e-unit, to every atom, while
Vogt postulates a continuous, contractile, elastic
world-substance, wherein the atoms of modern
chemistry are made to be centres of condensation.
Mr. Higgins hypothesis endows each atom with an
idiosyncrasy which comprehends all that determines
individuality and makes it what it is. The essay
should be read in connection with a letter in No. 43
upon "The Origin of Life and the Problem of
its

Memory."

THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN.
Moncure

of Music, N. Y.,

with a short historical sketch of the Spiritualist
movement in America and England.

In No. 56.

instructive criticism of a

ted a sensation Jn

upon the recent confession

Academy

THE

IN

SPIRITUAL W^ORLD.

—

THE HIBBERT LECTURES AND THE GAUL-

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION.
By Edward

man

cannot alone discover, form no unimportant factor
in the construction of continents and in the configuration of the surface of the globe.

DRUMMOND'S NATURAL LAW

field

com-

fascinating

phenomena or such a varied wealth of
the Kingdom of the Protozoans, the mi-

and venerable man."
In No. 55 is an editorial discussion of The Problem of Causality. The surpassing importance of

58.

nute organisms revealed to us by the aid of the microscope. They inhabit the water we drink, the
food we eat, the air we breathe. They live as parasites in the intestines and flesh of animals, and in
plants; aiding or injuring their hosts, as the case
may be. They lie dormant in a particle of dust, a

the

tional reminiscence of this "

and

A

D.

Conway.

timely word about a remarkable and encouraging progress in the development of human' kind.

THE OPKN COURT.
SCRIBNER'S IMPORTANT

NEW

BOORS.

CYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS.
With over 1,000 illustraWill
F. Apthorp.
Edited by John Denison Champlin, Jr. Critical ed
5Corated parchment binding, uniform
3
tions, including 36 full-page etched portraits.
n limited to 500 numbered sets for this
with the "Cyclopedia of Painters and Pamtmgs.
vol.
per
Europe.
for
and
S25.00
country
50
This work founds its claim to a high place in the literature of its art upon the character and comprehensiveness of the information which, through its text and illustrations.it for the fiist time makes ac
cessible; the new simplicity of its arrangement; and the bibliography, of a kind hitherto unattempted
through which it furnishes a key and guide to the whole literature of music. In other words, it is—
,

A FULL BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
musicians of

all

times and

all

of the

A CYCLOPEDIA OF THE GREAT MUSICAL
works with reproductions

schools.

A GUIDE TO MUSICAL LITERATURE

em-

bracing works in all languages.
The thirty-six portraits etched expressly for this edition will be divided
Those vishing to secure copie
first of which will be ready immediately.
once, as a large part of the edition is already subs :ribed for. A full descr
any address.
:

A HISTORY OF
PAINTING

famous

f

nong the three volumes, the
should make application at
)tive circular will be sent to

FRENCH MEN AND

MEASURES OF
HALE A CENTURY.

From its Earliest to its Latest Practice, including
an account of the French Academy of Painting,
its Salons, Schools of Instruction, and RegulaIllustrated.
tions.
By C. H.

STRANAHAN.

I

in fac-simile of

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF ILLUSTRATIONS of all pha
the subje

By Hon.

Sketches and Comments.

CULLOCH.

HUGH

Mc-

Svo, S4.00.

McCulloch modestly entitles his work
Sketche and Comments.' But the sketches are so
sharp in outline, so positive in feature; the comments ar so explicit, and delivered with so ex cathedra an air of personal observation and infallible
accuracy, that the
ime must become one of the
standard works in
history of
time.'

"Mr.

'

vol., Svo, S5.00.

The comprehensiveness of Mrs. Stranahan's book
well indicated by the sub-title; and the importance of the volume as a contribution to the history
of art is not easily over estimated. Every phase of
the subject is treated with detailed fulness, and the
worlt thus occupies a place that has always be
efere
-for
etuln
is

ig is I
publi(

culiarly

\

:ist,

Edwin H. Blash

designed a handsome cover for the vol
ume, and this, with the sixteen full-page reproduc
tions of the masterpieces of French painters of al
times, gives the work a rich appearance, and em
phasizes its value as an interesting and useful gift
book.
field.lias

cago Tribune.
"

Hardly any other volume of contemporary mem-

oirs is entitled to greater consideration than this.
It comes from one whose judgment was keen, clear,
and accurate, and whose opinions are entitled to

great

weight."— 5t75/(/« Herald.
find what we want on every page — the aukeen recollections of distinguished men and

"We
thor's

Philadelphia Press.

important affairs."

THE DIARY AND LETTERS OF GOUVERNEUR MORRIS.
Member

of the Constitutional Convention, Minister to France, etc.

Edited by Anne Gary Morris.

Svo,

2 vols., S7.50.

The journal and letters of a man so active and conspicuous in the events of his time as Gouverneur
Morris have naturally an interest that is both fascinating and absorbing. The greatest men of our young
Republic, and the most brilliant men and women of France, were his chosen friends, and pen-portraits of
these are presented in the pages of this work. The material is as fresh and interesting to-day as when it
was written, and is destined to establish the book at once in the front rank of works of its kind.

LETTERS OF THACKERAY.

STUFF AND NONSENSE.

A new

By

edition, with portrait of Thackeray and reproduction in facsimile of a characteristic letter.
I vol., i2mo, gilt top. Si. 25.
In this dainty edition these famous letters will
again be sought for by thousands to whom the other

THE RE VERIES OF A BA CH
ELOR.
/ith

A. B. Frost. New edition, with
additional drawings and sketches.

new cover and
Svo, Si. 25.

The drawings and sketches added by Mr. Frost
have made almost a new work of this revised editioti.

"A
N.

Y.

most amusing
rdcgram.

THE FIVE
WOMAN.
By

the author of "

literary

and

artistic salad."

TALENTS OF

How

to

be Happy though Mar-

•

